
The ‘minor’ caves 
archipelago

A project of promotion 
of the natural 
and archaeological 
heritage in the caves 
of the Adriatic area.

Adriaticaves promotes the natural 
and archaeological heritage in the caves 
of the Adriatic area as an alternative touristic 
product available 365 days per year. 
Its goals include not only the sustainable 
development of the accessible caves 
and the eco-tourism, but also 
the conservation of karst areas 
and other caves closed to the public 
because of the threaten of climate change 
and illegal dumping. 
The project offers training activities 
and the creation of new careers 
for the development of mountain areas. 
Adriaticaves also focuses on the sharing 
of the best practices together with 
the project’s partners through the creation 
of a common network of Adriatic caves 
for a cross-border tourism.

Adriaticaves
Ecosystem 
network

ADRIATICAVES 
PROJECT PARTNERS

ADRIATICAVES 
NATURE RESERVE CIRCUIT

IT, ITALY 
Majella National Park
via Occidentale 6, 66016 Guardiagrele (Chieti)
ph. +39 086425701
info@parcomajella.it  •  www.parcomajella.it

AL, ALBANIA 
Regional Council of Shkodra
Nentori  28, 4001 Shkodër
www.qarkushkoder.gov.al 

BA, BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Cantonal Public Institution 
for Protected Natural Areas
Branilaca Sarajeva 28, 71000 Sarajevo
www.zppks.ba

ME, MONTENEGRO
TC Lipa cave ltd
Lipa Dobrska bb, 81250 Cetinje
ph. +382 (0) 67 61 42 22
info@lipa-cave.me  •  www.lipa-cave.me

HR, HRVATSKA
Velebit Nature Park Public Institution
Kaniža Gospićka 4b, 53000 Gospić
ph. +385 053/560-450
www.pp-velebit.hr

RS, SERBIA 
City of Cacak
Župana Stracimira 2, 32000 Čačak
www.cacak.org.rs

IT, ITALY 
Authority for the Management 
of Parks and Biodiversity-Romagna
via Aldo Moro 2, 48025 Riolo Terme
ph. +39 054677404
www.parchiromagna.it
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Adriaticaves project 
aims at establishing 
and promoting a natural 
and archaeological 
heritage in the caves 
of the ADRION area. 
Our current knowledge 
about the origins of 
humans and their cultures 
is intimately associated 
with the exploration 
and study of caves. 

HISTORY AND CULTURE
For a long time people 
have used these caves 
as dwelling places, 
burial sites, storehouses, 
and ceremonial places. 
Many artifacts are extremely 
well preserved in the 
caves’ areas.

Caves and karst landscapes 
are specific habitats 
protected by the directive 
(Dir.92/43/EEC) and host 
species protected by the 
same directive and by 
the 09/147/EU: the project 
tackles the problem of 
tourism regulation in order 
to avoid conflicts with 
protected habitats and 
species, includes activities 
to evaluate the impact 
of visitors and the carrying 
capacity of caves.
The joint drafting of 
an International Action 
Plan for the main habitat 
of karst areas will ensure 
a better management 

ENVIRONMENTAL ENHANCEMENT
and conservation of caves 
not open to the public, 
including their water bodies 
and streams, hosting 
specialised or highly 
vulnerable endemic species, 
or that are of paramount 
importance for the 
conservation (e.g. Bats 
and amphibians and 
interesting species of fern).
The Work Project also provides 
the development and 
harmonization of Monitoring 
strategy and implementation 
of a monitoring standardized
technical system for
sustainable management 
and use of natural and 
cultural heritage in the caves.

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
Fascinating, mysterious, 
enchanting: the caves are 
a real attractive factor 
for tourists. 
The project focuses on the 
sustainable development 
of accessible caves including 
ecotourism, establishment 
of a network of touristic 
caves in the ADRION 
and also conservation of 
karst areas and other caves 
closed to the public with 
habitat 8310 (92/43/EEC 

dir), threatened by climate 
change and illegal dumping.
The main outcome of 
the project is the Charter 
of Caves, an international 
agreement to be signed 
by cave operators, 
with the aim to ensure the 
sustainable use of open 
caves, to respect their natural 
and historical heritage 
and to increase visits 
of high educational and 
cultural value.
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